
 

It is a common misconception that your robot arm will automatically robot arm. In order to get the most out of your industrial arm, you'll need professional industrial arm programming skills. Industrial Arm Programming: Learn how to program industrial robots from the comfort of your own home! As seen on TV, this interactive course teaches an entire semester's worth of industrial robot
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is a broad term that includes many aspects. To begin with, AI is the study of how humans learn through a variety of disciplines such as pattern recognition and studying cognitive processes. The goal of this field is to create a computer program that can learn from large data sets, as well as from its environment, and use those learnings to solve problems. The first steps toward
AI development were made in the late 1940s. In 1951, Alan Turing released a report entitled "Computing Machinery and Intelligence," which provided the framework for evaluating the creation of an intelligent machine. Since then there have been many developments around AI. In 1956, an important milestone was achieved with MIT's chess-playing computer program known as "Turbochamp." By
1959, AI research had led to a symbolic reasoning program that could solve geometry proofs using logical deduction. Within three years after this, Herbert A.
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